24/08/20

The hidden world of Numbers

You can either play a video of me saying the morning verse (labelled Greeting
and Morning Verse), or you can say it by yourself.
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Good morning everyone,
Let us now light a candle and cross our hands over our hearts and say
the Morning Verse.
Morning verse
I look into the world
In which the sun is shining
In which the stars are sparkling
In which the stones repose
Where living plants are growing
Where sentient beasts are living
Where human souls on earth
Give dwelling to the spirit.
I look into the soul,
That lives within my being
The World Creator weaves
In sunlight and in soul light,
In world space there without
In soul depths here within.
Before we start today, I would like you to go outside your home and practice a
long jump as well Greek wrestling, you will need a partner for both activities. In
the long jump, your partner will mark where you land, and in wrestling, your
partner will be your opponent. You can spend about 10-15 minutes on both
practices.
Before you go outside, I would like you to carefully read the following:
The long jump and wrestling were a part of the Olympic games in ancient
Greece. Grace and beauty played just as an important role as performance. It
was the most honourable thing for every Greek to compete in these games. At
the ancient Olympics, there were no medals, the only prize was the crown of
olive leaves cut from the sacred tree at Olympia. What counted most of
all was the fame and supreme glory of becoming an Olympic victor.
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When you go outside, and before you start, I would like you to read out the
following verse. Practice saying it with grace and confidence in your voice.

The most important thing in the Olympic Games
is not to win, but to take part, just as the most
important thing in life is not the triumph, but the struggle.
The essential thing is not to have conquered,
but to have fought well.
Long jump
Make sure you stand behind a line (could use a string or a stick as a marker) then jump from
a standing position (running up before jumping is not allowed). The distance is measured
either from the line to the back of the closest heel or if you step or fall backwards, then the
closest point you touch from the line you jumped. You can have a go 3 times. Then I would
like you to measure your best result in cubits. Measure as precisely as you can and make
sure to keep a tally as you will try to better your result daily.
Wrestling
You will need to find a partner, that could be either your sibling or one of your parents. Both
people need to lock/hold hand, each with one hand over and one under. Right foot forward
beside your opponent’s right foot. You must not move their feet off the ground, and must
push against your opponent using only their hands. You may not push using your head or
shoulders, or deliberately release your hands. The first person to lift/slide their foot off the
ground - looses.
Another version can be practiced as well. While facing a partner – about one foot length
apart – push both of your palms against the palms of the other person, standing with your
feet either together or shoulder’s width apart. The goal is to avoid falling off-balance.

Once you are finished, you can sit down and repeat the following tongue
twister:

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. A peck of pickled
peppers Peter Piper picked. If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled
peppers, Where's the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?
Read the tongue twister a few times and then try to say it from memory. Once
you are confident say it fast 3 times.
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Now I would like you to repeat the Decimal point poem 3 times.

The Decimal Point
The decimal point is not just a spot,
It sits in a number and tells us a lot;
How many cents in a dollar,
Can I buy that shirt with the collar?
And the extra centimetres after the metre,
Do make our measurements even neater;
To know the temperature of the day,
Helps me plan as I make my way.
The parts of things and also the whole,
Are important to know deep in my soul,
Without that point life could be tricky,
Resulting in situations quite sticky!
Once finished, you can open your spelling book and in your most beautiful
running writing and by using your fountain pen (or a grey led) copy the new
spelling list twice. Do not forget to include the date and make sure all the
letters are in lower case. Also try to look, cover, copy and then check your
spelling.

Week 6 Spelling list
erosion
collision
occasionally
explosion
vision
illusion
version
occasion

computation
representation
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Today there will be Quick maths, but instead we will have a few puzzles. Before we
start them, there is another Matchstick problem.
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Puzzle number 1

Puzzle number 2
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Now you can have a 5-minute break.
Now I would like you to go back to the webpage and play the
recording named Roderick’s body percussion practice and repeat
after Roderick.
After the body percussion, I would like you to spend the next 5-10
minutes retelling the story about Theseus.
You can use the summary below to help you along.
•
•
•
•
•

Daedalus gives a ball of thread to Ariadne
Theseus kills the Minotaur
Ariadne leaves Crete with Theseus
Ariadne is left behind and meets Dionysus
Theseus returns to Athens

Once you are finished, please explain to your parent how you worked
the number of nails needed to build the porch and how you
calculated the overall weight and price.
You can spend 5-10 minutes on that.

Before we move on to The fifth story by the fire, I would like you to
practice converting common fractions to decimal fractions and
adding them together by using the decimal place value chart.
Convert the following common fraction pairs into decimal fractions
by using short division (there is a tutorial in Week 5 Friday).
Draw a place value chart (attached below), place the decimal
fraction correctly into the chart and add them together.
Convert your answer back into a common fraction (optional).
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First work out all the answers in your maths practice book and only
then copy them into your Main Lesson book.
Write the following in your Main Lesson book:
Converting common fractions to decimal
fractions by using short division
Adding decimal fractions by using decimal place
value chart
Write out all your calculations (and place value chart) neatly under
the text as shown in the example above.
You can spend between 30-40 minutes on this task.
Once finished, you can play the recording named The fifth story by
the fire, or, alternatively, you can read the story attached below.

The fifth story by the fire
Euphonious spent the whole day assembling his porch with his son
by his side and the three grandchildren passing them the nails. The
building was completed just before sunset and everyone was ready
for dinner and story by the fire. And so, Euphonious continued:
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And this is where Euphonious ended his story. The next morning he
was quite pleased with the result of his porch, but as he was
inspecting it, he realised that in order to keep the dirt out of his
house, he needed to build a pathway from his front door to his
woodchopping spot. After measuring the distance, he decided that his
pathway will be 16 metres long and 1 metre wide. Now the last thing
he needed to work out was how many pavers would he require to tile
the whole path. Euphonious’s neighbour was a stonemason and he
made to types of pavers. One was 40 cm by 60 cm, while the other 40 cm by 50 cm. As he sat there looking at his path, Euphonious was
wondering which pavers should he buy and how many would he need.
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Your task will be to help Euphonious to decide which pavers to use
and how many will he need.
In your Main Lesson book, I would like you to write the following:
Euphonious’s pathway was 16 metres long and 1
metre wide
He chose to use pavers which were……., because
(explain why)
He will need to buy…….pavers. (show how you got the
answer)

Place your answers where the dots are. Make sure to copy your
calculations as well, as I would like to see how you worked it all out.
Tip: Converting the dimensions of the pathway to centimetres will help
you with calculations.
Once finished, you can illustrate the page by drawing Euphonious and
his family working on the path.

You can spend about 40 minutes to an hour on these tasks.
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If you choose to listen to the chapter book before you have morning
tea, you can play the recording now, otherwise, you can cross your
hands over your heart and say the Main Lesson ending verse.

May wisdom shine through me,
May love glow within me,
That in me may arise
A helper of mankind
A server of holy things,
Selfless and true.

Now you may blow out the candle.
Enjoy your morning tea.
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